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ave you ever seen an orange tail molly in Dutch waters?
If not, you should go to the ABC Islands. That’s an
abbreviation for Aruba, Bonaire, and Curaçao. These
islands are located not far off the northern coast of
Venezuela. They lie outside the hurricane belt and are quite arid
for tropical islands. In Curaçao, the average annual rainfall is about
550 mm (22 inches), and the average annual temperature is 27.5°C
(81.5°F) [by comparison, San Francisco has an average annual
rainfall of 500 mm (20 inches) and an average annual temperature of
66°F—Eds.]. The two other islands have similar climates.
They are all autonomous parts of the kingdom of the Netherlands,
and the official language is Dutch. English and Spanish are also
widely spoken, but the most common is the vernacular creole,
Papiamento/Papiamentu.

Data from the 1960s
Rosen and Bailey mention, in their comprehensive revision of
livebearing toothcarps in 1963, three species being native to the
islands: Poecilia sphenops (Mexican molly), Poecilia vivipara (onespot molly) and Poecilia reticulata (guppy).
The local race of P. sphenops in the three islands had been
described already in 1887 by Van Lidth de Jeude as P. vandepolli,
named for its collector Van de Poll. The vernacular name of the
local molly is machuri.
In the early 1960s, Constance Feltkamp and Ingvar Kristensen
made investigations in the islands, and later they wrote an article
“Ecology and Morphological Characters of Different Populations
of Poecilia sphenops vandepolli.” They give the following facts of the
local molly in the three islands:
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with photographs and illustrations by the author
(all fish wild-caught and photographed in the field)

The males mature at a size varying from 2.1 cm to 3.2
cm, total length; in females the variation is from 2.3 to
5.5 cm. In general the females outnumber the males, the
ratio being often 2:1. In the Netherlands Antilles (i.e. ABC
islands) Poecilia sphenops is found in fresh and brackish
water, especially in rivulets. They are also common in
freshwater “tankies” (pools) and ponds, which they reach
from the sea during a flooding from torrential rains. The
molly is very common in sheltered lagoons and in the inner
bays, especially where mangroves are present. Some of the
lagoons are brackish in the rainy season and supersaline in
the dry season—others are supersaline almost the whole
year through. Here, mollies are found in salinities up to 8%,
in exceptional cases even to 13.5%.
In Aruba, the molly is very abundant in the rivulets and
tankies, in Spaans Lagoen (i.e. Spanish Lagoon), and in the
saliñas in the northwestern part of the island. In Curaçao,
the species is also abundant in the “Ansingh-plas,” a small
freshwater lake in Groot Kwartier, and, after a period of heavy
rains in many other (temporary) freshwater pools. The shallow
parts of the inner bays and the lagoons are sometimes crowded
with mollies. They are also present in all saliñas that are in open
connection with the sea, and in one land-locked saliña (that of
Cas Abau). In Bonaire, the molly has only once been found in
fresh water—but the inland pools are rarely connected to the
sea. Along the coast, the molly is abundant in Lac and Lagún.
One landlocked bay, Slagbaai, has an abundance of mollies in
the parts where the salinity is less than 9%.
These detailed facts from the early 1960s are essential for
comparison with the data I report in the following text.

Four Decades of Change
Much seems to have happened in the last 40 years. The extensive
work of Rosen and Bailey has been revised to a certain extent.
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Poeser redescribed the local molly in 1992 and it got back its
original name, Poecilia vandepolli. The description of a subspecies
from Aruba, P. vandepolli arubensis, Van Lidth de Jeude 1887, was
disregarded by Poeser at the same time.
That, of course, is taxonomic revision, but there have been
environmental changes, as well. The growth of tourism,
urbanization, agriculture, and road construction generally caused
loss of habitats for native species of all kinds.

Checking Things Out
In late 2004 I went to the islands in order to see for myself what
possible impact the factors mentioned above may have had on the
distribution of the local molly, especially on Aruba, due to the
growth of tourism there. I would also look for P. vivipara and P.
reticulata.
Prior to my trip I had been in contact with Ing. Facundo
Franken, Department of Agriculture, Husbandry and Fisheries,
Aruba; Dr. Adolphe Debrot, subdirector, Caribbean Research
and Management of Biodiversity, Curaçao; and Gijs van Horn,
environmental officer, Department of Physical Planning, Bonaire.
They had all promised to help me in some way or another when
collecting.
You need a collecting permit in Aruba and Bonaire, but not in
Curaçao—yet. A jeep is also necessary in order to reach possible
collecting sites. Although the islands are very dry and look very
much like Arizona, there is a rainy season from October to
December. The rain can be torrential and cause damage to the
roads. The fall of 2004 had been extremely rainy, so the vegetation
flourished. This had not happened for many years, I was told.

Freshwater Habitats
Permanent natural freshwater habitats are very scarce, with only
a few on each island. However, there seem to have been more in
the past. These habitats are wells or watering holes, called pos in
Papiamento but put in Dutch. Thus you find Pos Mangel and Put
Bronswinkel in Bonaire. Many of them must have been in use
since pre-Columbian times, since you can find rock paintings
from the Arawak Indians close to them. Freshwater wells were of
utmost importance also to later European settlers. You can often
find ruins close to them dating from the early settlements.
There are also non-permanent natural freshwater habitats.
Among these we find seasonal streams, called roois (possibly from
the Spanish arroyo), that debouch into the sea or a lagoon. These
streams are usually dry by spring. However, there are some roois,
at least in Aruba, that hold water all year round, even if it can be
very scanty. These rare roois are connected to a pos or put.
Semi-natural and artificial freshwater habitats constitute a
third category. These include one former saltpan, now filled with
fresh water, and agricultural dams and reservoirs, some of which
can contain water all year round, provided there is not a severe
drought.
So, if you want to find mollies in a permanent, natural,
freshwater habitat, you should look into a rooi that is connected to
a pos or put and debouches into the sea or a lagoon. However, they
seem to be quite rare nowadays.

Young female Poecilia vandepolli from the wetlands in northwestern
Aruba.

the islands. He told me that there were no recent reports of findings
of the molly, but on the day prior to my arrival he had spoken with
a lady who had seen some tiny fish in a rooi at Modanza, not far
away from the office. At least there was cause for hope!
On the way to his car I observed some tanks containing a lot
of the tilapia Oreochromis mossambicus. This species is seeded for
mosquito control and was originally imported from the former
Dutch colony Surinam. He had been given the advice from Dr.
Debrot in Curaçao that they should not seed it anymore. I agreed,
as it does not fit into the local fish fauna. Moreover, it is too big.
They should breed the local molly instead and seed it after the
rainy season for mosquito control, I suggested. In this way they
could keep a spare stock in captivity, and if the species disappeared
from the natural habitats, they could reintroduce it—in the same
way as they once did in Arizona with the livebearer Poeciliopsis
occidentalis, due to habitat loss.

Red dot: rooi at Bringamosa; violet dot: wetlands.

First, on Aruba
With all this on my mind I met Ing. Facundo Franken in his
office at Piedra Plat, east of Oranjestad, Aruba, on my first day in
Tropical Fish Hobbyist
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Water analysis method: ICP-OES
(Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometry).

Table 1
Place:
Rooi at
Bringamosa,
Aruba
Date: 30,
November
2004
Time:
11:30 a.m.
Young male Poecilia vandepolli from the wetlands in northwestern
Aruba.

Water temperature
pH
MicroSiemens
Hardness calculated
Hardness calculated
Calcium
Magnesium
Iron
Strontium
Potassium
Sodium
Manganese

30°C
8.0
>1999
31 dH
220 mg/l
78 mg/l
88 mg/l
0.65 mg/l
0.58 mg/l
12 mg/l
790 mg/l
0.26 mg/l

±10%
±10%
± 6%
± 5%
± 7%
± 5%
± 5%
± 5%
±10%

There is a road separating the wetlands from the hotels up to the
middle section. I followed the western “beach” and soon realized
that I was walking on an old sea bottom. Thousands of big shells
that could fill many souvenir shops paved my way. It was very
shallow, and I saw a few wading birds—possible predators. But the
birds and their offspring were in turn threatened by stray dogs.
I did not see a single molly, and they should have been abundant!
I was disappointed, but I had been told that the wetlands had been
completely dried up a couple of years before. No fish, no predators.

Mollies!

Drying up wetlands in the northwestern part in Aruba.

Not Much Luck
We went in his jeep to a rooi, Tambú, that is said to be permanent,
but we did not see any fish. We continued to two other sites from
which mollies had been reported earlier. Fontein and Boca Prins
are both permanent freshwater habitats, of which at least the latter
is connected to the sea. However, we did not have access to the
former, and in the latter we did not observe any fish at all.
Somewhat disappointed, we drove to Bringamosa, west of
Arikok National Park. Facundo Franken had seen some fish
there earlier, and here we found mollies, although only a few. The
rooi, non permanent, debouches into the Spanish Lagoon on the
southern coast. (For water values see Table 1.)
Next stop was at Modanza, where the lady had seen some fish.
Here we also found mollies, but only as tiny fry. This rooi is not
permanent.
The future of the roois seems to be precarious, according to
Facundo Franken. They contain gravel that is highly appreciated
when building. The roois, seasonal or not, seem to be the principal
freshwater habitats for the mollies in Aruba, so I suggested that
they legally protect the roois and the molly, as they seem to be
very rare at the present time. The presence of the molly might be
another argument for protecting the roois.

More Disturbing Findings
On the following day I had decided to look more closely at the
wetlands (saliñas) on the northwest of Aruba. I had just left the hotel,
situated at the southern end of the wetlands, when I became very
concerned. The wetlands were being filled in for construction!
136
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But suddenly I saw mollies around a plastic pipe, measuring 30
cm (one foot) in diameter, emerging from under the road. I put my
net in front of the pipe and noticed a small current flowing from it.
The fish were only here, around the mouth of the pipe; there were
altogether some 75 to 100 specimens. All but a few were small. I
collected some measuring barely 2 to 3 cm (one inch). However, I
did see a few adults that were about double that size.
I could observe them swimming over the white pipe at a distance
of 150 to 175 cm (about 5 feet). The males were rather colorful,
with red caudal and dorsal fins, the latter with a dark blotch. They
had also an orange tinge on the side. The females were plain. (For
water values see Table 2.)
Why were the mollies only here? Was there anything in the
water coming from the pipe that attracted them? Fresh rain water?
The content of sodium in the wetlands was 3300 mg/l, and this is
equivalent to 0.84% sodium chloride—brackish water.
I continued further north. Soon I passed a bridge and caught sight
of an outlet to the sea. I went down to the beach, where I noticed
a continuous stream coming from the wetlands. It had rained
unusually much the past two months, and this was apparently the
only gateway to the open sea. Hence there was a strong current in
which I could see some tiny fish striving inland.

Questions Raised
Was this Poecilia vandepolli? Does it repopulate the wetlands
after a severe drought directly out of the sea? Was this plausible?
Let us return to Feltkamp and Kristensen:
In the small Antillean islands (i.e. the ABC islands)
the population of mollies in the sea is small, probably
because of the multitude of predators. However, this
small population seems to be of utmost importance as
it is a very stable one, in contrast to the populations
of inland waters, both fresh and supersaline (i.e. land-
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A rooi drying up in the beginning of December at Bringamosa. This is a molly habitat.

Table 2
Place:
Wetlands,
Aruba
Date: 1,
December
2004
Time:
10:00 a.m.

Water temperature
pH
MicroSiemens
Hardness calculated
Hardness calculated
Calcium
Magnesium
Iron
Strontium
Potassium
Sodium
Manganese

30°C
7.7
> 1999
78 dH
560 mg/l
130 mg/l
260 mg/l
0.06 mg/l
4.8 mg/l
110 mg/l
3300 mg/l
0.01 mg/l

± 10%
± 10%
± 6%
± 5%
± 15%
± 5%
± 5%
± 5%
± 50%

locked saltwater lagoons), which habitats seem to
be more attractive than the sea. In the inland waters,
however, mass mortalities occur of adverse conditions,
both of biotic and of abiotic nature. Therefore the inland
populations are subjected to occasional extinction, and
the habitats have to be repopulated from the sea. This may
be the explanation that no genetically fixed differences
could be found between populations from fresh water,
from the sea and from supersaline water.
The repopulation of the inland habitats can only take place
during a flooding from torrential rains. There is no doubt that it
takes place, but why? Again Feltkamp and Kristensen have an
answer after having made investigations in a laboratory:
Tropical Fish Hobbyist
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The inland migration after rainfall is not caused by the
fresh water itself, but by an organic compound that is found
in inland water, whether fresh or saline, and also in rain
water after it has been in contact with the soil.
So, the stream coming from the tube offered some delicious
organic compound, attractive to the mollies already on location,
and the brackish water from the wetlands attracted those still in
the sea, escaping from predators and windsurfers. Repopulating
the wetlands should be accomplished in several years, provided
that a new extreme drought does not interfere (and that the
wetlands are not all filled in!).
Strolling back to the hotel I pondered one thing over and over
again. In the upper very shallow parts of the roois I saw lots of tiny
molly fry, some of which measured barely 10 mm (0.4 inch). These
could hardly have survived along the seashore; they have a better
chance of survival in the inner shallow parts of the bays and the
lagoons. In the upper parts of the roois the predators are few or
none—a perfect molly hatchery!

Speculation
Large adult mollies seem to be rare in these parts of the roois; most
seem to be young as far as I could see. Perhaps it works this way:
By time the dry period begins in spring, half-grown mollies,
born during the fall, leave the roois if they can, forced into the sea
or the lagoons by a water level that is getting lower and lower. The
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A rooi east of Willemstad, the upper natural part before it is concreted downstream.

Young specimen of Poecilia vandepolli from a non-permanent rooi east
of Willemstad.

Rooi Tambu is said to be permanent, but no fish were visible.

next fall, some of them will return, giving birth to fry. Without the
fry born in these safe inland habitats, the species will sooner or
later disappear from the waters surrounding Aruba, as mangroves
(which provide suitable marine habitats for these fish) are not
very abundant all around the island. If this is the case, there is
only one solution: immediate legal protection of the roois and of the
mollies in Aruba.

“…there is only one solution :
immediate legal protection…of the
mollies in Aruba.”
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Bubali
There is one permanent, semi-natural freshwater habitat in
Aruba: the bird sanctuary Bubali. It is an old salt pan, now filled
with purified sewage water. It is frequented in the early evening
by bird enthusiasts, who climb an observation tower with their
binoculars.
I can assure the reader that there is no need for binoculars to see
the tilapia that are present everywhere it is wet! They cohabit with
tiny guppies that resemble ancestral Vienna emerald guppies (a
color variety of Poecilia reticulata). No doubt, the guppy has to have
been introduced, as it is not present in the few permanent natural
freshwater habitats on the island. However, there are no mollies.
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This makes me think of what a catastrophe a few domesticated
mollies could cause in a permanent habitat in the island: eternal
damage to the rare endemic molly! There should definitely be
import restrictions on such kindred species.

On to Curaçao
After my visit to Aruba I went to Curacao, the largest island of
the group, with a surface of 444 square km (171 square miles). Dr.
Debrot had indicated a possible collecting site not far away from my
hotel. Eagerly, I went there on the first day of my visit to the island.
It proved to be a good piece of advice. I found a non-permanent
rooi on the verge of drying up. Approximately the last 150 to 200
meters (500 to 600 feet) before it reached the sea, it was cemented.
I spotted the fish just at the transition between the cemented and
the natural part of the rooi. The latter ended with a step to the
deeper cemented section.
This natural part was very shallow, only 2 to 3 cm (one inch)
deep, and no predator fish were visible. The largest molly specimen
I caught was about 3 cm; most of the fish were much smaller. (For
water values see Table 3.)

Table 3
Place: Rooi
east of
Willemstad,
Curaçao
Date: 3,
December
2004
Time:
8:00 a.m.

Water temperature
pH
MicroSiemens
Hardness calculated
Hardness calculated
Calcium
Magnesium
Iron
Strontium
Potassium
Sodium
Manganese

24°C
7.9
897
9.3 dH
67 mg/l
37 mg/l
18 mg/l
0.11 mg/l
0.56 mg/l
5.9 mg/l
94 mg/l
0.08 mg/l

± 10%
± 10%
± 6%
± 5%
± 10%
± 5%
± 5%
± 5%
± 15%

Good Fishing
The following day, Dr. Debrot and his son picked me up at the
hotel. As he had made an inventory of the freshwater fishes on the
island a few years earlier, he knew where to search. When you are
accompanied by a clever guide, it seems, nothing is difficult. We
collected mollies in two roois in the township of Saliña. Both roois
debouch into Schottegat, the oil harbor.
In the first habitat there should be some 10 different freshwater
species, according to Debrot. The mollies were swimming in schools
at the surface and were rather easy to catch. The other rooi was very
shallow, and I found a lot of fry, many only about 10 mm long. Again
no predator was visible. (For water values see Table 4.)

Last Stop: Bonaire
The last stop on my trip was Bonaire. I had arranged to meet at
Flamingo airport with Gijs van Horn, environmental officer within
the section of environment and natural resources in the island. We
drove directly out into the bush to an underground watering hole,
Pos Kalbas.
Blue dot: rooi at Saliña, Willemstad;
yellow dot: rooi east of Willemstad.
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Young specimen of Poecilia vandepolli from Sorobón, Bonaire (saltwater
population).

Table 4
Place: Rooi
in Saliña,
Willemstad,
Curaçao
Date: 4,
December
2004
Time:
1:00 p.m.

Water temperature
pH
MicroSiemens
Hardness calculated
Hardness calculated
Calcium
Magnesium
Iron
Strontium
Potassium
Sodium
Manganese

30°C
8.1
>1999
35 dH
250 mg/l
85 mg/l
100 mg/l
0.36 mg/l
0.29 mg/l
6.7 mg/l
340 mg/l
0.01 mg/l

± 10%
± 10%
± 6%
± 5%
± 7%
± 5%
± 5%
± 5%
± 50%

Again, Not Much Luck
It was difficult to find, and we had to use GPS. My guide had
found tiny fish there earlier, so the expectations were great.
However, last year a goat had drowned there and possibly polluted
the water. The pos must be permanent, as there are rock paintings
on the ceiling. But no fish were visible; we only saw tiny yellow
shrimp.
According to Feltkamp and Kristensen, mollies should be
abundant in Lac. Gijs van Horn had seen mollies in the canals
around a shrimp farm at Sorobón not far away, so we headed for
the area.
Apparently, a few days prior to our visit, workers had disinfected
the tanks in the shrimp hatchery and subsequently let the
disinfectant out into the canals. We saw only one molly there—a
dead female. Reymundo, the owner’s son, tried to cheer us up and
led us to a canal closer to the sea. There we found a few small
specimens in pure sea water at 27°C (81°F).
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Green dot:
Sorobón, close to Lac.

What about P. vivipara?
I did not spot Poecilia vivipara
anywhere in the islands. As there are
no recent reports of findings, I think it
is a question of mistaken identification.
Poecilia vivipara resembles P. vandepolli
with a shoulder blotch, and it reaches
about the same size.
It seems that Cyprinodon prevails for the time being. It is
ubiquitous in Bonaire.

A Hardy Species in Captivity

We looked for mollies in the southwestern part of Lac among
the mangroves in shallow water at several locations. We
collected one molly. They should be abundant! Instead, another
tooth carp, the egg-laying species Cyprinodon dearborni, filled
our net. Every possible habitat held this species. It is rather a
beautiful small killifish that has relatives in the United States
and Mexico.

Trying Elsewhere
We drove further north to a land-locked lagoon, Gotomeer,
where you find beautiful flamingos. We found the same thing
here—no mollies, only Cyprinodon dearborni. After I left, Gijs van
Horn looked for mollies in Washington-Slagbaai National Park. He
found a lot of fish in the saliñas Bartol and Slagbaai, but due to the
coral rubble bottom, fishing was very difficult. Though all the fish
looked like Cyprinodon, the male of this species flashes brilliant
blue when seen from above.
He also searched for mollies in the Saliñas Tam and Frans,
but there were no fish at all. [It is rather easy to tell a school of
Cyprinodon from that of mollies. Among the latter, the small males
follow and chase the larger females as they move quickly at the
surface.]
We cannot pretend that the molly is abundant in Bonaire—
unless both Gijs van Horn and I need to see an optician. However,
maybe there is an explanation. Let us consult Feltkamp and
Kristensen for the last time:
Mollies and Cyprinodon fi ll about the same ecological
niche: both have a preference for unicellular and other
small algae, and both may eat plankton (also Artemia) when
other food gets scarce. As long as there is a connection with
the sea neither the molly nor Cyprinodon will disappear.
We know of only one exception: the land locked part of
Slagbaai, where both species are found, but in this case
there is an abundance of food because of a constant,
unceasing flow of Artemia from the saltiest part into the
molly area.
140
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Poecilia vandepolli seems to be very adaptable. I collected some
25 fry legally in Curaçao on a Saturday morning. I kept them at
the hotel until the following Tuesday evening. I had them in a
plastic ice-pail in the room without air conditioning during the
day, and on the balcony at night. The temperature was 26° to
28°C (79° to 82°F) all the time.
The fry fed eagerly on dried morsels of white bread from
the breakfast table. I changed half a liter of the water twice a
day, using the water from the hotel pond where they kept red
platies.
I kept the fish in the cabin in two plastic bottles, containing
half a liter of water each, during the flight to Europe. I suppose
that the temperature dropped some during the night, but
apparently with no ill effects. Upon arriving home, I put them in
a tank that I had prepared before leaving, planted with Anubias
on a root. I also added some seawater salt.
The fish thrived and grew rapidly at a temperature of 27°C
(81°F). I feed them with Artemia and dried green stuff.
So the next time you want to go scuba diving, snorkeling,
or bird watching, why not choose the ABC islands? They are
friendly, safe, and clean, and you can even drink the tap water!
But do not forget to look for the local molly: Poecilia vandepolli.
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